Group 1-5 / DUE: week 5

Group # 1
What is the recent trend in drug use on a local and global level? Why? Give examples.

Group # 2
What is the social cost of drugs on a local and global level? Give examples.

Group # 3
Examine 3 countries of your choice from different continents and describe the major drug use and abuse.

Group # 4
Can biological, social and cultural factors be responsible for addiction to drugs? Give examples.

Group # 5
What is the role of NIDA (National Institute of Drug Abuse)? What is the specific role of NIDA for different age groups?

Group 6-10 / DUE: week 7

Group # 6
What is Drug Policy and what are the benefits of it? How to create and sustain effective Drug Control Policy? What is drug reform coordination network? What is Office of National Drug Control Policy?

Group # 7
What do you know about Drugs and brain? How drugs work?

Group # 8
What does it mean living with drugs? What is Pharm-info? What is NAADAC?

Group # 9
What is NIAAA? What is the function? What is Al-anon and Alateen? What is Association of Therapeutic communities? What is NASADAD?

Group # 10
How to prevent and treat drug abuse? What is drug watch international? What is Hazelden? What is SAMSHA? Compare programs in 3 different countries.
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